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ABSTRACT
With the emergence of digital pen and paper technologies, we have witnessed an increasing number of enhanced paper-digital notetaking solutions. However, the natural notetaking process includes a variety of individual work practices that complicate the automatic processing of paper notes and require user intervention for the classification of digital ink data. We present an extensible digital ink processing framework that simplifies the classification of digital ink data in natural notetaking applications. Our solution deals with the manual as well as automatic ink data segmentation and classification based on Delaunay triangulation and a strongest link algorithm. We further highlight how our solution can be extended with new digital ink classifiers and describe a paper-digital reminder application that has been realised based on the presented digital ink processing framework.
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INTRODUCTION
Despite the availability of advanced digital information management tools, information workers often still rely on paper-based notetaking for recording information. Unfortunately, these paper-based work practices do not integrate well with digital applications dealing with recorded information in a post-capture phase [12, 19]. Recent technological innovations, such as Anoto’s digital pen and paper technology¹, enable the digitalisation of handwritten paper notes into digital ink data without an intermediary transcription step. This creates opportunities for the integration of regular paper-based notetaking practices with information management tools and services. However, a number of studies have revealed that paper notebooks are an amalgam of notes destined for multiple tasks, activities and purposes [7, 25], parts of which might not be required in digital applications [6]. Even with remarkable advances in the digital ink parsing and processing domain [16, 3, 26], digital systems are still not able to classify different notes with the same accuracy that an information worker would achieve [15].

Most existing frameworks for developing digital pen and paper applications focus on the particular case where the identification of different paper notes as well as their integration with digital applications and services is achieved by introducing specific notetaking conventions and guidelines for this new type of interactive paper interface. Through specific pen and paper interactions, such as gesture-based marks or writing within special purpose capture areas, users have to indicate which digital ink data corresponds to particular paper notes. While this transformed pen and paper use may be suitable for specific information tasks, it does not integrate well with natural notetaking [4, 6]. There is a trade-off between providing comprehensive and accurate support for the digital integration of paper-captured information and the preservation of natural notetaking practices.

We have developed a digital ink segmentation and classification framework to address various requirements of digital pen and paper-based notetaking applications. In addition to user-driven approaches for segmenting and classifying digital ink data, our solution provides support for automatic and semi-automatic digital ink data processing. Digital ink data is separated into basic blocks of ink traces analogous to blocks visually perceivable to users such as paragraphs or bullet list structures. Moreover, heuristics for the high-level processing and classification of digital ink data can be implemented and incrementally added to the framework for further processing of these basic ink data blocks. The user-driven classification of digital ink data can be combined with an automatic separation and classification process, thus providing developers further options for dealing with specific limitations of both approaches, depending on specific needs of information workers and domain-specific applications.

We start by discussing limitations of existing tools for developing notetaking applications with respect to their support for natural notetaking. Further, we describe our approach

for separating digital ink data into blocks of ink data that reflect the visual representation of paper notes. After presenting our extensible framework for digital ink processing and classification, we highlight how the digital ink processing functionality has been integrated with an existing interactive paper application development framework, before providing some concluding remarks.

BACKGROUND
Various solutions have been proposed to offer information workers the advantages of both paper and digital media for notetaking. Early attempts range from paper notebooks with a predefined page configuration where the content can be extracted through an offline scanning process, such as introduced in the Paper PDA [5], to solutions that proposed the replacement of paper with pen-based computers, including PDAs [8] or Tablet PCs [24, 25]. Anoto’s digital pen and paper technology enabled new types of notetaking solutions and these are commercially available for end users in the form of Livescribe’s Desktop2 application, Oxford’s Easybook3 or solutions integrated with Logitech’s io Pen4. Information written on regular paper that is covered with a special Anoto dot pattern is captured by the digital pen’s integrated infrared camera and transmitted to a computer via a Bluetooth connection or when the pen is connected to a computer via a docking station. Once transmitted to a computer, the pen stroke data that is represented as timestamped x and y coordinates can be further processed and integrated with digital applications.

Custom digital pen and paper solutions can be developed with the aid of a series of toolkits and SDKs, including the Anoto SDK for PC applications [1], Livescribe’s Platform and Desktop SDKs [2], PaperToolkit5 and iPAPER [14]. The focus of these solutions is on designing interactive paper applications based on active page areas that can be associated with digital callback functions to be executed while processing the pen data. Content written inside a predefined page area is interpreted by the application logic assigned to that particular part of the page. This approach is suitable for applications such as Anoto’s form-based processing of information or the annotation of presentation slides based on printed handouts as realised in the PaperPoint [18] solution. However, the strict interaction conventions required by such approaches may result in discarding the digital pen and paper technology for more natural notetaking [6].

The use of dedicated page areas for semantic content identification can be replaced by the use of gesture-based content classification. PapierCraft [10] proposed a set of gestures for both the marking of excerpts of paper-captured information and the specification of how the corresponding digital ink data should be digitally processed. General gesture recognition solutions, such as the iGesture [17] framework, provide support for defining custom gesture sets and integrating gesture recognition functionality with digital pen and paper applications. The drawback of a gesture-based classification approach is that the digital ink processing step has to be able to distinguish between the ink data representing the content and the ink data to be interpreted as gestures. Since the most reliable solution is still to give control to the notetakers themselves by providing them with some content marking mechanism that they have to use, the process is currently limited by the degree of change in natural notetaking behaviour. For example, NiCEBook [4] uses dedicated page areas that have to be touched with a digital pen before performing the pen-based gestures to mark and classify specific handwritten notes. Furthermore, to support natural or quasi-natural notetaking, the set of gestures has to be designed in such a way that its use does not constrain the notetaking process [6]. In ButterflyNet [27], even a single simple gesture command used to mark specific paper content received negative feedback due to the increase in notetaking time.

Given the apparent correlation between the lack of interaction rules and the preference for paper-based notetaking, it seems obvious that an enhanced notetaking solution should employ automatic approaches for digital ink data processing as much as possible. A body of work has pointed out that even natural notes contain an implicit organisation based on spatial relations between pen strokes and systems have been proposed that exploit these implicit note structures for interactive whiteboard systems [13], “rough” document image editors [15] and interactive notetaking systems [9, 21]. While these solutions do not always provide a correct interpretation, the interactivity of these systems enables the user to immediately observe the resulting interpretation of their actions and to intervene in the case of misinterpretations. Extensive work on automatic digital ink data processing exists. In particular, work on detecting lines of text and distinguishing between textual and graphical handwriting seems to be relevant for a potential notetaking solution that exploits implicit structures in paper notes [16, 3, 26]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no solutions based on digital pen and paper technology that integrate such automatic approaches for digital ink data processing. One of the reasons might be the fact that no direct feedback can be provided based on a paper interface. Possibilities for providing feedback about a user’s actions include digital pen feedback [11] or feedback via various other devices such as cameras as used in ButterflyNet [27]. Even if these approaches reach a certain maturity, the continuous feedback while taking notes might not be desirable. Solutions such as PapierCraft, Paper PDA or PaperProof [23] propose a graceful degradation approach where the interpretation of a user’s actions is digitally reviewed in a post-processing phase.

It becomes apparent that a digital ink data processing solution for paper-based notetaking can neither rely solely on automatic processing nor on user-driven interpretation. We think that developers should be provided with framework support for both automatic and user-driven means of processing paper-based notes and have the possibility to switch between or combine the two approaches based on particular application requirements. We will present our proposal for

2http://www.livescribe.com
3http://www.oxfordeasybook.com
4http://www.logitech.com
5http://hci.stanford.edu/research/paper/
such an extensible digital ink processing framework, show how it has been integrated with an existing interactive paper solution and present a paper-based notetaking application that was implemented based on the presented framework.

DIGITAL INK DATA PROCESSING FRAMEWORK

Previous studies on natural notetaking have revealed that it is unlikely to be able to automatically identify different note categories and how they are meant to be used digitally unless some form of user intervention is involved [6]. At the same time, it was observed that notetakers are reluctant to adapt their notetaking behaviour to include user-generated metadata about how paper notes should be digitally processed. However, current framework support for developing digital pen and paper applications relies heavily on approaches for clustering and further processing digital ink data that introduce changes in the natural notetaking behaviour. Users are required to either write specific notes within designated page areas or mark them with pen-based gestures chosen by the developers based on certain observed notetaking patterns. All notes written in a predefined area or delimited in some way by one or more ink gestures will result in a digital ink cluster that is processed in a unitary manner defined by the developer in a digital callback function.

Works such as Ispas et al. [6], Wattenberg and Fisher [22] or Li et al. [9] have pointed out that handwritten notes represent a number of structured elements such as sketches or aggregations of text lines in the form of paragraphs or bullet lists. Such structured elements could potentially be automatically identified and extracted by clustering digital ink data based on spatial and temporal proximity. We propose that current software support for developing digital pen and paper-based applications should be extended to provide access to and means of manipulating such automatically extracted structures. For particular application domains, this could relax imposed notetaking conventions or even introduce an alternative to relying on multiple page areas or gestures and the assumption that users will use defined rules while taking notes. For example, a natural notetaking application that only requires access to note structures at the granularity level of paragraphs could rely on a paper-based interface with just one page area defined for each page. However, this approach requires more effort from developers since more sophisticated functionality able to identify and handle the structures within notes captured from a single page area needs to be provided inside associated callback functions. Certain automatic or semi-automatic approaches for the digital processing of handwritten information at the level of basic structures may be useful even for application domains that might require more refined access to the content of notes. Our goal is to provide means to combine user-driven approaches with automatically extracted structures to enable more flexible paper-based interfaces.

Figure 1 shows the paper-based user interface of a sample notetaking application. Except for a timeline positioned at the bottom, the page has the appearance of a regular notebook page with a writing area covering the remaining part. In the writing area, notetakers can take freehand notes. In addition, they can use the timeline to indicate that they want to be reminded by the digital notetaking application about particular notes within a certain period of time. The approach to mark handwritten notes implemented by the developer could for example consist of requiring notetakers to first mark the timeframe by touching the corresponding part of the timeline with the pen (1) and then select the notes by drawing a vertical line (2). As a result, all note structures located adjacent to the vertical pen stroke are combined into a higher level structure which is associated with the corresponding temporal metadata.

![Figure 1. Notetaking application interface](http://www.w3.org/2002/mmi/ink)

Given that the support for extracting note structures is in place, developers may deal with handwritten notes at the level of the concepts shown in Figure 2. For a writing area represented by a NotebookPage, a developer can access its structural elements represented as PageElement instances. The BasicElement specialisation of the PageElement class represents the most basic entity that can be generated by a given digital ink data segmentation algorithm. Therefore, BasicElement instances aggregate low level ink data that has been assigned to single structures by the segmentation algorithm.

![Figure 2. Notebook page class diagram](http://www.w3.org/2002/mmi/ink)

Typical representations for the digital ink data consist of providing a model for the handwritten strokes. We use here a representation based on Traces of timestamped Points which is the representation introduced by the iPaper framework [14]. The digital ink representations used by other digital pen and paper frameworks can easily be transformed to the iPaper format, for example, by using the InkML representation as an intermediary format.

---

http://www.w3.org/2002/mmi/ink
Multiple BasicElements positioned close to each other can be grouped forming BasicBlocks that represent collections of note elements. By default, page elements are grouped based on containment and intersection relationships between their bounding boxes. Custom heuristics for the grouping of note structures can furthermore be specified by overriding the protected cluster() method. For example, two BasicElements corresponding to two lines of handwritten notes could be grouped into a single block if the temporal gap between their last and respectively first digital ink data strokes fits into a certain interval identified as the time for a notetaker to switch to the next line. The method is invoked by default after the note segmentation step. A BasicBlock can be further specialised into various semantic structures such as the TextualElement, Sketch or Reminder classes. For this purpose, various heuristics for processing digital ink data at block level have to be implemented. For example, blocks that can be parsed into digital text can be classified as TextualElement. On the other hand, a BasicBlock consisting of one or several PageElements for which the handwriting recognition does not produce any accurate results might be classified as Sketch.

In addition to automatic approaches for detecting note structures, notetakers are also given the possibility to mark blocks of notes to be treated as a single semantic structure during the processing step as explained earlier when describing the paper interface in Figure 1. As opposed to automatically generated blocks of notes, user-specified blocks are associated with different Metadata classes such as the Temporal class in Figure 2 that could be used for our example to represent information about notes that users need to be reminded about at a specific time in the future.

Automatic Digital Ink Data Segmentation

In a previous study of notetaking practices [6], we identified three major types of note structures: paragraphs, bullet lists and sketches. For the first two types of structures, API support for manipulating individual lines of text may be useful and therefore we decided to take a bottom-up approach consisting of first extracting lines from the handwritten information and then grouping individual lines into blocks of notes according to their spatial relationships. As mentioned before, several approaches have been proposed for the clustering problem. Our implementation is based on the work of Ao et al. [3]. The authors present a technique for identifying textual lines based on the notion of a link model. Furthermore, they propose a solution for distinguishing between textual and graphical information. Inspired by their suggestions, we have chosen to identify sketch classes of note blocks based on the fact that the handwriting recognition engine does not return valid results.

According to the link model, a set of blocks composed of tightly connected pen strokes belong to the same textual line if their corresponding bounding boxes are located close to each other in a linear way and have comparable sizes. The three criteria are translated into measures applied to all segments formed between the centre points of all adjacent bounding boxes, called links. The links between the bounding boxes are identified by applying Delaunay triangulation.

In our digital ink data segmentation, we start with a set of note traces represented by the set of coordinates between successive pen down and pen up actions. As described in Ao et al., traces are first merged into blocks based on the timestamp information associated with each trace. Further, the minimum bounding boxes of the constructed blocks are computed. The minimum bounding box provides additional information about its associated trace such as the rotation with respect to the x-axis. Our computation of the minimum bounding boxes is based on rotating calipers [20] that are applied to the convex hull of a trace’s points. For the Delaunay triangulation, we use the implementation of Paul Chew7. The three text line criteria $\mu_1$, $\mu_2$ and $\mu_3$ for the closeness, linearity and similarity in size are implemented as follows:

**Closeness**

We consider that the measure $\mu_1$ of the closeness of two bounding boxes is inversely proportional to the length $l$ of the link between them:

$$\mu_1 = \frac{1}{l + 1} \quad (1)$$

This results in $0 \leq \mu_1 \leq 1$. Note that we add 1 to the denominator to avoid division by zero in the situation where the two bounding boxes have the same centre point. In this case, we get the maximum value of 1 whereas a value of $0 \text{ results for } l \to \infty$.

**Linearity**

Given the two angles $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$ representing the rotation of the two bounding boxes relative to their link, we define the linearity $\mu_2$ of two bounding boxes as follows:

$$\mu_2 = \frac{1}{|\alpha_1 - \alpha_2| + 1} \quad (2)$$

For $\alpha_1 = \alpha_2$ the corresponding traces are positioned linearly.

**Comparable sizes**

To verify that two bounding boxes have similar sizes, we compute the value $\mu_3$ based on their corresponding areas:

$$\mu_3 = \frac{1}{|A_1 - A_2| + 1} \quad (3)$$

The areas of the two bounding boxes are represented by $A_1$ and $A_2$, respectively. 

The link strength $\mu$ is computed based on the three criteria $\mu_1, \mu_2$ and $\mu_3$ and is used in the detection of textual lines:

$$\mu = \mu_1 + \mu_2 + \mu_3$$

Given the original note page shown in Figure 3(a), the final result of the line segmentation is highlighted in Figure 3(d). In an intermediary step, we first apply Delaunay triangulation for the minimum bounding box computation shown in Figure 3(b) and then identify the strongest links shown in Figure 3(c).

The separation into basic page elements, which is equivalent to extracting lines in the case of the algorithm proposed by Ao et al., is provided by the `separate()` method of the `Separator` class shown in Figure 4. Every time some digital ink data is provided, for example by the iPaper framework in the form of a `Note` containing a number of traces in combination with information about the page number and the document and pen identifiers, this data is added to the `Separator` class. The invocation of the `separate()` method results in a list of `BasicElement` instances for each `NotebookPage`. The `cluster()` method that is invoked after the segmentation step generates a list of `BasicBlock` instances for each `NotebookPage`.

**Listing 1. iPaper active components for the sample application**

```java
public class DrawAreaStub extends CaptureNoteStub {
    public void handleNote(String docID, int page, Note n) {
        String penID = getDeviceAddress();
        Separator s = Separator.getInstance();
        s.addNote(n, page, docID, penID);
    }
}

public class SynchButtonStub extends SingleEventStub {
    public void finish() {
        Separator s = Separator.getInstance();
        // redo the separation and clustering for all pages
        List<BasicElement> basicElements = s.separate();
        List<BasicBlock> blocks = notebookPage.cluster();
        // add all blocks and basic elements into an update list
        List<PageElement> elements = ...
        notebookPage.update(elements);
    }
}
```

**Figure 4. Class diagram for separation into basic elements**

User-Driven Segmentation

In the case of the notetaking application interface described in Figure 1, we proposed an interaction model consisting of two successive pen-based interactions through which note-
takers could provide guidelines for processing specific notes subsets. The first interaction step consists of pointing with the pen to a specific part of the printed timeline. This action is interpreted as an upper bound value for the lifetime of the reminder notes which are about to be selected in a second step. The system will interpret the selected notes as forming part of a single block structure containing one or several basic elements according to the length of the vertical line used to mark notes. The functionality is an example where traditional note processing support provided by a digital pen and paper application is used for manual user-driven segmentation and classification of a page’s structural elements. For the classification, various metadata specified at the design time of the paper interface and associated with specific active page areas will generate the corresponding block metadata.

To support developers in designing paper-based interfaces with a user-driven classification of free-form notes, we propose a framework for the description of paper-based interaction models based on finite state machines (FSM). Figure 5 shows the class diagram of our solution for the specification of interaction models based on an FSM. The framework provides an extensible set of States, each of which has a unique name. Based on a given Action of type GESTURE, TEXT, MESSAGE or TRACE, the FSM gets into a new state via the transition() method. Each state can be configured with a method to be invoked and executed whenever the state is reached by using the setInvokeMethod() method. For each Action, an optional data value represented by the data field of a parametric type T can be configured. This allows the configuration of each action type with custom values such as the gesture class that has been recognised in combination with an action of type GESTURE or the text associated with an action of type TEXT.

The FSM for our sample notetaking application is shown in Figure 6 and the corresponding XML code in Listing 3. The code for the iPaper active components presented previously has to be adapted to account for controlling the FSM as shown in Listing 4. Note that a third active component is associated with the different parts of the timeline. Every time the user touches the timeline with the pen, an instance of the active component will infer the temporal metadata value associated with the page area and create an Action of type MESSAGE configured with a “temporal” string value for its data field. Similarly, the SynchButtonStub active component creates an Action of type MESSAGE, but configured with a specific “synch” string value. No additional data is required in the data field of an Action of type Trace, an instance of which is created by the Draw-AreaStub active component.

- **Bridge state**: From this type of node, the FSM will always transition to the state specified as next, regardless of the input action.
- **Final state**: When the FSM reaches a final node, it will continue its execution at the node that was marked as a start node as soon as the FSM receives a new input action.
- **Gesture state**: The FSM will transition from a gesture node to the state denoted by true when the condition is met. In all other cases, it will transition to the state denoted by false. The condition is met when the type of the input action is GESTURE and if the action’s data field contains the value denoted by the className attribute.
- **Text state**: The text node is similar to a gesture node, with the difference that the input action type must be TEXT. In this case, the data field must contain the string value defined in the text attribute.
- **Switch state**: A switch state may have several possible outgoing transitions. It requires an input action of type MESSAGE and the data field must be assigned a value equal to one of the key attributes of the case elements. When none of the keys match the passed value, the transition marked by the default key is followed.

The FSMMachine class can be defined by a developer via an XML specification. Listing 2 shows the XML definition of a series of state types that are already provided by our framework.

**Figure 5. Class diagram for the finite state machine framework**

**Listing 2. XML representation of predefined state types**

```
<machine>
  <state type="bridge" name="..." />
</machine>
```

```
enum Type {FINAL, NONFINAL}
enum Type {GESTURE, TEXT, MESSAGE, TRACE}
enum Type {FINAL, NONFINAL}
enum Type {FINAL, NONFINAL}
enum Type {FINAL, NONFINAL}
enum Type {FINAL, NONFINAL}
```
In this case, the separation is managed through method calls specified in the XML description of the FSM. As long as a user takes notes in the main writing area, the FSM remains in the Wait For Timeframe state as shown by transition (2) and notes have to be added to the buffer maintained by the Separator class as shown by the invoke XML element. The addNote() method defined in a custom class, represented by the Logic class in Listing 3, is responsible for forwarding the call to the previously mentioned addNote() method of the Separator class. When the user selects a timeframe with the pen, transition (1) into the Timeframe Selected state is triggered. From this state, transition (3) is taken only if a user selects a group of notes by marking them with the digital pen. Otherwise, the FSM does not leave the state as indicated by transition (4). The selectNotes() method invoked after transition (3) is responsible for creating a new BasicBlock associated with the corresponding temporal metadata. Since new content has been added after the last segmentation, a new page separation into basic page elements is done before updating the block structure of the page. Further, BasicElements located next to the selecting vertical pen stroke (a single trace) will be grouped into a new block.

**Listing 3. XML representation of a sample FSM**

```xml
<machine>
  <state type="switch" name="WaitForTimeframe" start="true">
    <case key="default" state="WaitForTimeframe" />
    <case key="temporal" state="TimeframeSelected" />
    <invoke class="org.paperNotesManager.Logic" method="addNote" />
  </state>
  <state type="switch" name="TimeframeSelected">
    <case key="default" state="TimeframeSelected" />
    <case key="temporal" state="TimeframeSelected" />
    <method="addNote" />
  </state>
  <state type="final" name="SelectNotes">
    <invoke class="org.paperNotesManager.Logic" method="selectNotes" />
  </state>
</machine>
```

In this particular case, the last pen stroke written in the main writing area will be used for the selection of the page elements that have to be associated with specific metadata, independently of their content or shape. Another possibility would be to perform the selection only if users draw a specific gesture or write a specific keyword immediately after defining the timeframe. For this purpose, a gesture or a text state could be introduced in the specified FSM after the Timeframe Selected state.

**Listing 4. Adapted iPaper active components specification**

```java
public class DrawAreaStub extends CaptureNoteStub {
    drawAreaStub.invokeClass("org.paperNotesManager.Logic");
    drawAreaStub.setFallback(drawAreaStub.getPageElementClass());
}
```

Custom Classification

The segmentation into basic page elements and the subsequent clustering into basic blocks reveals some details about the high-level structure of handwritten notes. However, this grouping into basic blocks only reflects spatial and temporal properties of the different notes and content is not taken into consideration. In this section, we therefore highlight how developers can further process the existing basic structures based on the classification components shown in Figure 7.

**Figure 7. Classifier**

Given a set of PageElementClasses, the classify() method defined in the Classifier class will analyse a collection of PageElement instances provided as input and create more specific PageElement subclasses. Each classification class returns a ClassResult instance consisting of a confidence score (0 ≤ score ≤ 1) for the membership of a given PageElement in a specific classification. The classifier generates this score for each of the classes...
configured in the ClassifierConfiguration and recommends the classification result with the highest score. The score has to be higher than a certain threshold, which in our implementation was set to 0.5. If there is no possible classification with a score higher than the threshold, the Classifier will return a fallback classification class as specified in a classifier’s configuration. The basic configuration of a classifier is presented in Listing 5.

Our digital ink processing framework offers an implementation for some default classifiers:

Text Class
The TextClass is based on the output of a handwriting recognition algorithm and the score is directly related to the confidence value of the used handwriting recognition engine. In our implementation, we used the MyScript Intelligent Character Recognition from VisionObjects⁴ for the handwriting recognition.

Sketch Class
The SketchClass is meant to be used as a fallback class with a classification score of 1. Typically, the classifier will generate a Sketch element if every other configured classification fails.

Indentation Class
The IndentationClass verifies whether a BasicBlock contains several PageElement instances represents a multi-level bullet list structure. In a first step, the indentation level of each basic element contained within a block is determined. Page elements are sorted in ascending order based on the upper left corner of their bounding box. The ordering is done first for the x coordinate and then for the y coordinate. After the ordering, the corner points are iterated over and it is checked whether the difference to the previous anchor point is greater than some threshold. The threshold value is used to define what is to be interpreted as simple white space and what has to be considered list item indentation. Depending on the result of the comparison, an element’s indentation level is set to the same value as the indentation level of the previous element or to a level increased by 1. Figure 8 shows the result of such a procedure. Finally, the score of the classification is set to a value equal to the average computed for the confidence levels returned by the handwriting recognition engine for each of the structural elements.

List Class
The ListClass can be seen as a specialisation of the indentation class where the subelements represent an item list on a single indentation level, each of them starting with a given token.

To give an idea about the effort required for implementing classification classes, we refer to Listing 6. Given a set of PageElements, the class creates a block classified as Title if all page elements can be parsed into text with a certain confidence and the element placed below all other elements is a straight line having a length comparable to or bigger than the length of all other elements placed above. An example of such a title element is shown at the top of the page in Figure 3(a). The score of the class can be computed, for example, by averaging the score of the handwriting recognition with the score from the straight line detector, the score of the straightness being given a higher importance.

Listing 5. Basic configuration for the classification

```
1 List<PageElement> originalElements = ...;
2 // set up the classes to be checked against
3 List<PageElementClass> classes =
4 new LinkedList<PageElementClass>();
5 classes.add(new ExampleClass());
6 // set the fallback class to SketchClass
7 PageElementClass fallback = new SketchClass();
8 ClassifierConfiguration config =
9 new ClassifierConfiguration(classes, fallback);
10 Classifier c = new Classifier();
11 List<PageElement> classifiedElements =
12 c.classify(originalElements, config);
```

Listing 6. Custom title classification

```
1 public class TitleClass implements PageElementClass {
2 ... {
3 @Override
4 public ClassResult classify(List<PageElements> e) {
5 double score = 0.0;
6 // get the lowest element
7 PageElement last = getLowestElement(e);
8 // is the last element long?
9 if (isStraightLineLong(e, last)) {
10 // is the last element a straight line?
11 score = scoreStraightLine(last);
12 }
13 // get text representation without the line
14 e.remove(last);
15 Result hwrResult = parseText(e);
16 // construct the classification result
17 ClassResult r = new ClassResult();
18 r.score = (score + hwrResult.getConfidence()) / 3.0;
19 // create a new title page element
20 e.add(last);
21 r.element = new Title(e, hwrResult.getText());
22 return r;
23 }
24 }
```
It can be seen that developers are provided with the possibility of working at block level and simple computations such as determining relationships between the bounding boxes of the various elements already provide relatively powerful results. Furthermore, digital ink processing operations at page element level, as in the case of the list class presented earlier, can reveal further classification possibilities. However, the ink processing effort is restricted to parts of the notes.

**Framework-based Application Development**

Existing frameworks for digital pen and paper application development focus on the design of the paper-based interface of a particular solution in terms of active page areas and marking gestures. In addition to imposing changes on natural notetaking practices, this also leads to less flexibility in developing the digital counterpart of the solution since the latter becomes bound to the first. The structure of the paper interface determines the segmentation of the digital ink data and, subsequently, the level of granularity at which developers can access and handle digitally handwritten information. In the case that access at lower granularity levels is needed, developers are required to implement the segmentation of digital ink data. Furthermore, changing the paper interface leads to the necessity to also implement changes in the digital counterpart of the application.

Our framework provides access to basic note structures captured from a single page area and supports the further grouping of elementary structures based on custom heuristics. The basic or composed structures can be further classified based on an extensible set of heuristics. The benefits of our solution are twofold. First, the framework facilitates the handling of digital ink data, which reduces the amount of required low level digital ink processing by developers and enables them to focus on the GUI of an information management application and the rendering of digital ink data represented as PageElements. Second, rather than relying on complicated paper interfaces to enforce the digital ink data processing, parts of the processing can be shifted to the post-capture phase. In addition to improving the flexibility of the development process, applications may rely on less complicated paper interfaces, further relaxing changes imposed on natural notetaking.

Figure 9 highlights two applications that have been realised based on our digital ink processing framework and integrated with the paper interface described in Figure 1. Paragraphs and bullet lists of notes written in the main writing area of a page are extracted through an automatic segmentation process and integrated with a to-do list application or presented as post-it notes on the digital desktop. Notes can be presented in handwritten form or users can also switch to a version processed by a handwriting recognition engine. If some of the notes are associated with temporal metadata through user-driven segmentation, the corresponding post-its or to-do list items will have their due date automatically set based on the value selected by the user via the paper interface. Instead of having to deal with the low level processing of ink data, the main task of the developer of these applications was to implement the appropriate set of functionalities required by the end user, such as support for updating the captured information or configuring user interface elements.

**CONCLUSIONS**

We have presented a digital ink segmentation and classification framework that significantly simplifies the development of digital pen and paper-based notetaking applications. The framework provides access to the main structural elements of handwritten notes made available after a segmentation process, support to further group such elementary structures and an extensible set of classification heuristics for digital ink data. This allows an application developer to focus on the aspects of presenting different classes of notes as part of digital applications rather than having to deal with the low level processing of digital ink data. In addition, we have presented a solution for the definition of paper-based interaction models based on finite state machines, simplifying the complex note processing and interactive paper interface definition. Last but not least, we have introduced two digital pen and paper-based notetaking solutions that have been realised based on the presented digital ink processing framework.
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